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1. IntroductionThe understanding of the mechanism of spontaneous breakdown of chi- ral symmetry is one of the most fundamental problems in strong interaction ρhysics. It is generally believed that this phenomenon stems from the com- plex non-perturbative character of the vacuum state [1].There are three different approaches to understand the non-perturbative realm of the Quantum Chromodynamics. The first, most prominent and powerful is based on the Monte-Cario simulation of a lattice-regularized version of QCD. This approach, for the first time has provided a method of quantitative studies of the non-perturbative aspects of QCD starting from the first principles. The second approach, known as the QCD sum rule approach [2], is based on Wilson operator product expansion of the correlation functions. The non-perturbative features of the QCD are intro- duced via expectation values of local gauge invariant operators. The third approach consists of a class of variational calculations based on the assump- tion that the perturbative vacuum is unstable in the infrared region. There 
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698 M. A. Nowakexist many examples of such calculations: the Savvidy-Copenhagen vacuum [3,4], the monopole vacuum [5], the glueball condensate vacuum [6]. The instanton liquid model of the vacuum also belongs to this class [7].A distinguishing feature of the instantonic vacuum picture, which differ- entiates it from other models is the fact that instantons are so far the unique non-perturbative fluctuations of the gluon field found in QCD. Although so far it has been proven difficult to obtain exact dynamical statements concerning role of instantons in QCD, phenomenological analysis based on instantonic fluctuations successfully describes most of the features of the hadrons.The primary motivation behind the instanton vacuum is to describe the bulk part of the nonperturbative gauge fluctuations at intermediate distance scales. There are strong indications from QCD sum rules that already at distance scales of about 0.1 fm the perturbative approach breaks down [8]. Instanton configurations constitute an important class of inhomogeneous gauge fluctuations that might be important at these distance scales. Unfor- tunately, inhomogeneous gauge configurations of this type are not sufficient to imply the confinement mechanism [9,10]. It is commonly thought that larger scalę gauge fluctuations are necessary for disordering of the Wilson loop, and, in consequence, for the confinement. Since nothing is known about the naturę and character of these gauge fluctuations, we will ignore them. Our hope is that the chiral symmetry breaking is primarily due to smali and inhomogeneous gauge fluctuations and does not have to follow the generał lorę of confinement. The concept of dynamical mass generation put forward in [11,12] seems to imply that chiral symmetry restoration does not rule out dynamical confinement in the presence of light quarks.Let us review briefly the history of main qualitative successes of the instanton vacuum picture in description of non-perturbative features of strong interaction physics. Instantons solve naturally the U(l) problem [13], they account for a non-perturbative gluon condensate [14] and lead to a crude mean field description of the spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry [15,16]. Unfortunately, the naive description of the instanton vacuum based on the dilute gas approximation is plagued with infrared divergences. In the dilute gas aρproximation instantons and anti-instantons tend to inflate, causing the partition function to diverge.Diakonov and Petrov [17] have suggested that the infrared problem was inherent to the dilute gas approximation. The instanton-anti-instanton in- teractions in the vacuum produce overall repulsive interactions that stabilize the vacuum state. Variational calculations [17] have shown that instantons in the vacuum are in a liquid phase characterized by an interparticle sep- aration of about 1 fm. The average size of the instantons in this phase is about 0.3 fm. In generał, a random character of the instanton vacuum 



Quarks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 699leads to a delocalization of the ,t Hooffs zero modes and implies the break- down of chiral symmetry [18]. The variational analysis was carried out under the assumption that the collective coordinates of the pseudoparticles are distributed with a uniform weight. Recently, this assumption has been questioned by Shuryak [19,20] who has pointed out that there are strong induced fermion interactions in the vacuum that alter quantitatively the character of the vacuum state. Due to these interactions an “instantonic matter” may exist in gaseous, liquid or even in crystalline phase. Numerical simulations done by Shuryak [20,21], Nowak, Verbaarschot and Zahed [22] and recently by Shuryak and Verbaarschot [23] gave strong support to this multi-phase picture of the instantonic vacuum.In this work we would like to concentrate on the effect of the light quarks propagating through the instantonic medium. We will review the broad rangę of approaches to the instantonic vacuum picture, both numerical and analytical. The presentation is based on a series of our papers published elsewhere [22,24-27]. In Chapter 2 we will remind some known properties of the instantons and we will summarize the main assumptions and approximations leading to the formulation of the instantonic vacuum. In Chapter 3 we will show how to simulate on computer the partition func- tion of the topologically neutral ensemble of instantons and anti-instantons interacting with the light quarks and we will review some recent results in this field. We will also demonstrate, in some limiting cases, exact analytical crosschecks of the simulation. In Chapter 4 we will present the mean field approach to the chirally broken phase, in which fermion zero modes are entirely delocalized over the space. The resulting partition function will turn out to be equivalent to the partition function of constituent quarks interacting via ,t Hooft vertices. Chapter 5 demonstrates how to incorpo- rate effects of the temperaturę into the instanton description of the QCD vacuum with light quarks. By using the mean field technique, we will get the results for the constituent quark mass and condensates as a function of temperaturę and number of flavors. In Chapter 6, with the help of the coarse-graining technique, we will formulate the effective long-wavelength limit action for the instantonic vacuum and we will investigate some phe- nomenological consequences of these long wavelength excitations. Finally, Chapter 7 is devoted to the broad discussion of the advantages, disadvan- tages and futurę prospects of the instantonic vacuum picture for QCD. Some necessary conventions and technical details, as well as lengthy formulae, are presented in Appendices A and B.
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2. Formulation of the Instanton Vacuum

2.a.  Generalities on InstantonsEuclidean nonabelian gauge theories are characterized by topologically nontrivial gauge configurations (instantons). When the color gauge group is SU(2) an instanton of size p located at position z is given byA. = ⅛P(⅞-η÷ - (2.i)
where τ± = (τ, ±il) and 17 is a global SU(2) matrix and ∏ is given by

(2-2)
The configuration (2.1) has the structure of a hedgehog in color and spin space. Anti-instantons are obtained from (2.1) by the transformation (τi → τ÷). For larger color groups, instanton configurations are obtained through various embeddings of the configurations (2.1). The gauge configuration (2.1) carries a unit topological charge,

~ 32tγ2 y r^r{cμvaβFμyFaβ) = 1∙ (2∙3)
and saturates the BPST bound [28]. From the Atiyah-Singer index theorem it follows that the Dirac operator in the classical background (2.1) has a normalizable zero modę. It is given by

φ"-=['(£)]„ β*p-'∙ <2∙4>

where Φ = ∏ — 1 and 12 is a 4 X 4 matrix with the lower 2x2 błock equal to ιτ2 and all other matrix elements equal to zero. The matrix Ω acts as a projector onto states with a definite chirality. The zero modę in Eq. (2.4) is righthanded. The zero modę corresponding to an anti-instanton solution is obtained from Eq. (2.4) by interchanging the 2 X 2-blocks on the diagonal of the matrix Ω. It is obvious that this zero modę is left-handed. It will be denoted by ^jz. The spectrum of the Dirac operator corresponding to an instanton is characterized by a gap of about p~1 between the zero energy state and the continuum of the scattering states. Morę details on instantons can be found in the excellent books by Rajaraman [29] and Polyakov [30].
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2.b. Instantonic vacuumBefore we tackle the many-body instanton problem we first study the much simpler problem of a single instanton and a single anti-instanton. This configuration has a trivial topology. In the chiral limit it does not exhibit rigorous zero modes. To illustrate this we consider a gauge field configuration given by the linear superposition of an instanton and an anti-instanton. When the relative distance R between the pseudoparticles is finite, the zero modes start to overlap. Morę specifically, when we maintain a linear superposition of an instanton and an anti-instanton1, the eigenfunctions of the Dirac equation are given by φ± = (φκ ± 0l)∕>∕2. The corresponding energies are split about 0 by a gap of

1 This assumption is justified by the simulation, see Chapter 3.

(2-5)The overlap matrix D can be calculated explicitly (c∕. Appendix A). Notę that the overlap matrix is proportional to the cosine of a suitably defined relative orientation angle [31] between the instanton and the anti-instanton. The overlap is maximized for relative orientations of 0 and π (this resembles a dipole-dipole interaction). For asymptotically large values of R we find 
D → R~z. The dependence is the same as one found in the propagator of a noninteracting massless quark. For a smali interparticle distance we obtain the dependence D → R.In the instanton model of the vacuum the QCD ground state is described by a statistical ensemble of N+ instantons and AT_ anti-instantons in an Eu- clidean volume Vi with a partition function determined by the gauge field action [15,32,33]. To insure topological neutrality we require that the expec- tation value {N+ —N~) = 0. To account for the U(l) anomaly, however, the topological susceptibility should be nonvanishing, i.e., ((N+ — AL)2) ≠ 0. This is achieved by the thermodynamic fluctuations which are nonvanish- ing in the thermodynamic limit N± → N/2, N → oo, Vi → oo at a fixed pseudoparticle density N∣Vi.In order to achieve a morę quantitative understanding of the vacuum state we will adopt the approach of Shuryak [20] to truncate the Hilbert space of the fermions to the space of zero modes. This approximation is justified for the long wavelength properties of the vacuum (scales > 0.3 fm). The reason is that the spectrum of the Dirac operator in the field of an instanton is characterized by a gap of about p~1 ~ 600 MeV between the zero energy state and the continuum of scattering states. For a topologically neutral system of AT = N+ + AL of pseudoparticles interacting with quarks occurring in N( flavors it is given by [20]
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1 . w N,

Z = N iN t ∕ ∏ d(Pι) exP ( - ∕3(p)ui∏t) ∏ det ( - i7μVμ(A) - imi) ζ(2-6) In the above formula Ωj = {zμ, p1, Uj} denotes the set of 47Vc collective vari- ables corresponding to each of the pseudoparticles. For each pseudoparticle we integrate over its position zμ, size p and 47Vc — 5 color variables corresponding to the relevant coset space SU(7Vc)∕[SU(lVc — 2) × U(l)]. For the spatial variables, the integration measure is uniform inside the box defined by the periodic boundary conditions. The integration over the SU(7Vc) vari- ables is performed with the Haar measure (the normalization factor takes care of the coset structure). We do not need to integrate over the orienta- tions of the pseudoparticles because instantons are hedgehog-like configura- tions in color and spin. The spatial directions are therefore “locked” by the color directions. The size distribution d(p) is given by [13]d(p) = Cp~*  (8τr2<72)2"' (Mp)23jv' exp ( - ∕3(p)), (2.7)
where β is the one-loop Gell-Mann Low function evaluated at a scalę that is of the order of the size p of the instantons

β{p) = -b∖a(pA), b = ylVc - ∣ΛΓf, (2.8)
and C = 4.60 exp(-1.68TVc)∕(7γ2(ΛΓc — l)!(2Vc — 2)!). A is the ultraviolet cut- -off in the Pauli-Villars scheme, and M is a renormalization mass. In de- riving (2.6) it was assumed that the classical gauge field is a linear super- position of single instanton and anti-instanton field configurations

Λ(≈) = ∑λm(x) + Σa⅛)∙ (2∙9)
1 IThe two-body interaction term u;nt depends on the ansatz form. It was explicitly demonstrated for a couple of ansatze (“sum” ansatz (2.9) [17], “ratio” ansatz [31], “streamline” configuration [31]) that on average, the interaction term is repulsive [17,31,21,35]. It is a nice feature of the sum and ratio ansatze, that the repulsion is so strong at the classical level. This allows to approximate the quantum corrections to the interaction by the product of single-instanton quantum fluctuations. This assumption is justified if the system is rather dilute, a point to be checked a posteriori, as a consistency condition. In the present paper we will use the sum ansatz (2.9).

N+ N-



Quarks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 703The fermion determinant in (2.6) involves the covariant derivative V in the classical background of instantons and anti-instantons (pseudoparticles) (2.9), and a diagonal mass matrix m =■ diag(m1, ..., mi) for Ns flavors. It can be factorized in a Iow momentum factor (≡ det]ow) and a high mo- mentum factor (≡ dethigh). Both faetors are regularized by a mass M and normalized by the non-interacting fermion determinant [18]. Specifically,^etj1igh — JJ(Λfpj) j1.339M1p1, M1p1 ≪ 1, (2.10)
i,fwhere M1 is an arbitrary mass scalę separating the Iow momentum compo- nents in the fermion determinant from the high momentum ones. The Iow momentum part of the fermion determinant can be saturated by fermionie zero modes [18]detιow — n det (D + ir∏fK — imj) / det (D + imjK — iM1), (2.11)

iwhere the matrix elements of the hermitean matrices D and K are defined as follows (2.12)
(2.13)

Their explicit form can be found in the Appendix A. For smali current masses we may neglect K. φ1 represents the fermionie zero modę in the field of one instanton or one anti-instanton. Of course, the fuli fermion determinant should be insensitive to the arbitrary mass Λf1.
2.c. Chiral symmetry breaking order parameterIn the investigation of bulk properties of the vacuum state the quark and gluon condensates provide convenient order parameters. Fuli quark propagator in the instanton vacuum is given byS(z,y,4) = {q(x)q∖y)) = ((-iy(A) - im)-1), (2.14)where (...) means

(2.15)



704 M. A. NowakSpectral representation for S givesS(z,3f,Λ) = 2^≡, (2.16)2-' An — imwhere φn, λn are eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the Dirac equation 
-iy(A)φn(x') = λnφn(x'). Using the relations between the forinalism of the Euclidean and Minkowski spaces (c∕. Appendix A) we can rewrite the quark condensate as a tracę of the Euclidean propagator(<⅛)M⅛k = lim*(g t(a⅜(y))E = i Tr(S(z, z, A)) x→y= iT⅛((iy(A) - im)"1) = i ∕ (2.17)

J A — imwhere, in the last equation, we have introduced integration over the spectral density u instead summing the eigenvalues. In the chiral limit (m -→ 0+) Dirac operator y anticommutes with γ5, so the eigenvalues come in pairs (A,-A) and spectral function is symmetric. Erom the Dirac distribution formula χA^ = p(l)ψ⅛5(λ) (m→0÷) (2.18)
we obtain =-pΓ* 7(0)∙ (2.19)The above formula states that the eigenvalue density of the Dirac operator at zero energy plays the role of an order parameter of the sponta- neous breakdown of the chiral symmetry. In the next chapter we will see that when instantons form a gas phase of finite clusters, i>(λ) vanishes for A = 0. Therefore {qq} = 0 and, consequently, the vacuum is in the chirally symmetric state. However, in the liquid phase, instantons will form in generał an amorphous, infinite network, leading to the entire delocalization of the zero modes and therefore to the fermion condensate.

3. Stochastic computer simulationThe stochastic simulation of the partition function provides the best al- 
beit practically nontrivial way of getting information coming from the QCD vacuum in the instanton liquid model. Instead of simulation of the grand canonical ensemble, it is morę pedagogical (and morę easy) to study the partition function for zero temperaturę, at several densities (even unphysical), treating them as an external parameter. Even in this case the simulation of the partition function (2.6) is still a serious computational task, sińce 



Quarks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 705one has to perform simulation over 4NcN collective coordinates [36,31,21]. One can simplify the task by fixing the radius of the instantons on the basis of the quenched approximation. In such case the quantum effects do not depend on the instanton size. Such an approach was adopted by Shuryak [31] and by Nowak, Verbaarschot and Zahed [22]. Recently, high statistics, self-consistent numerical study of the instanton vacuum was completed by Shuryak and Verbaarschot [23]. The size of the instanton was determined by the dynamics of the partition function. Generally, most of the qualitative features of the vacuum, observed in earlier simulations, were confirmed. We will concentrate now on these features, postponing the discussion of some novel and unexpected results from [23] to the main part of this chapter.In studying the partition function (2.6) the methods of statistical phys- ics can be used extensively. One can either adopt standard Metropolis algorithm (as done in [23]) or, as in recent lattice QCD calculations, one can use the Langevin equation technique to get the equilibrium distribution. In the latter case (adopted by [22]), the evolution equation is given by
∂τζi = ~∂ζiW + η(τ), (3.1)where ζi is a collective coordinate and the action W is given by

Nl
W = J2 Trln(mt2 + DtD) (3.2)

»=1and η represents a gaussian white noise with zero mean correlated to a Dirac delta ____________
η(τ)η(τ') = 25(τ- τ'). (3.3)The overlap matrix D has been defined in Eq. (2.12). Since the coordinates of the instantons are Euclidean the Langevin equation (3.1) describes the motion of particles in a (4 + l)-dimensional space in contact with a heat bath of unit temperaturę. The action W plays the role of a Hamiltonian. Elementary statistical physics suggests that the equilibrium distribution for the collective coordinates is exp(—W). Since our aim here is to present the physics of the chiral symmetry breaking and not the detailed numerology, we refer for details to the original paper [22].To visualize the physics of the chiral symmetry breaking we draw an analogy with the statistical physics of the order-disorder phenomena [37]. We may imagine pseudoparticles as some atoms of two different kinds (instantons and anti-instantons), whereas the lowest atomie levels would cor- respond to the zero-modes of the Dirac equation in the field of the pseu- doparticle. In the dilute system, quark wave functions (zero-modes) are well localized. However, in the case when the infinite cluster of pseudoparticles 



706 M. A. Nowak(connected by the nearest neighbor overlap integrals D) covers the entire space, zero modes become completely delocalized. Finding the probability of forming such an infinite cluster can be phrased as a kind of the perco- lation problem. Other analogies to order-disorder physics may be drawn as well [37]: e.g. the Anderson delocalization, maze conductivity, or metal- insulator Mott phase transition. The last analogy [36] is particularly striking — ’t Hooft zero modes are analogs of the electron states at the edge of the Fermi surface and the appearance of the conductivity in solid becomes and analog of the chiral condensation in the vacuum.It is intuitively obvious that the answer to these problems would depend on a density of pseudoparticles and on the number of “bonds” providing the overlaps D, i.e., on the number of flavors. We strengthen this intuitive feeling by the following observation. Let consider a finite cluster (n) of pseudoparticles in the dilute limit. Typically, this cluster will contribute a factor in the partition function of the form
n

∩ dzldziTr(Dl D)n"t ~ V4Λn<8-βjvf)-4, (3.4)
i=lwhere R is a typical distance between neighboring instantons and an anti- instantons. For three flavors, large size clusters are suppressed, whereas for one flavor contributions from clusters of all possible sizes remain impor- tant. We see a quantitative difference between these two cases. For three flavors terms consisting of factors of two-cycles (n = 1) are the dominant contribution in the dilute limit. This corresponds to the phase in which instantons and anti-instantons are forming the smallest possible cluster — the molecule, discussed in Chapter 2. This gaseous phase of smali clusters, depicted schematically on Fig. la, we cali a molecular phase.

Fig. 1. Three phases of the instantonic “matter”. White and black circles represent 
instantons and anti-instantons, straight lines denote zero-mode “bonds”. a — 
molecular phase, b — liquid phase, c — crystalline phase - picture represents the 
projection of the four-dimensional fcc lattice.



Quarks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 707The spectrum of the Dirac equation in this case resembles the inverted two-humped potential and vanishes for eigenvalues equal to zero. So in the molecular phase the chiral symmetry is unbroken. In the liquid phase (depicted schematically at Fig. Ib), pseudoparticles form an infmite, amor- phous polymer. Due to a random character of the position and color dis- tribution of the instantons in such a medium, the spectrum of this phase may lead to the breakdown of the chiral symmetry. We demonstrate this phenomenon explicitly in the limit Nc → oo. In this limit (c/. notę at the end of Appendix B) the overlaps Djj are statistically independent, and the ensemble of the matrices D forms a Gaussian orthogonal ensemble. In this case, the spectrum i/(A) of the eigenvalues of the overlap matrix D is known and is given by the semicircular formula of Wigner 
(3-5)

where the variance κ of the eigenvalues determines at λ = 0 the value of the condensate. The chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken in this phase.The above proof depends crucially on the limit Ne → oo. In practical calculations, Nc = 2 or, morę realistically2, Nc = 3, and only the numerical simulation can tell if the system is in the chirally broken or unbroken state. The naturę of the phase transition is best illustrated by the eigenvalue density of the Dirac operator. Figurę 2 shows spectral densities obtained during the Langevin simulation performed by Nowak, Verbaarschot and Zahed [22]. Figures a, b, c correspond to the Iow, physical and high density of instantons, respectively.

2 The qualitative features of the vacuum are similar in these two cases.

For the values of the densities and the masses we refer to the captions for the figures. For realistic quark masses and for physical density of the instantons the value of condensate is equal to ∣(uu)∣ = (220 MeV)3.The peak near zero at Iow density is the artefact of the process of dis- sociation of the molecules during the simulation and should be disregarded. An extrapolation of the slope leads to the vanishing spectral density ż/(A) in the case a and suggests the nonvanishing condensate in the cases b and c. The dip at zero resembles a finite size effect. Recent, high statistics simulation done by Shuryak and Verbaarschot [23] show how careful one should be when analyzing this dip. Their results demonstrate, that there is a qual- itative difference in the naturę of the dip between the N1 = 2 and N{ = 3 cases. In the case of the Nt — 2, the dip is indeed a finite size effect, and an extrapolation described above is correct, yielding the chiral condensate. However, in the case of three massless flavors, the dip is the genuine feature of the spectrum, even for physical densities. Moreover, at large densities the
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Fig. 2. The eigenvalue density p(A) as a function of A for an instanton density: 
a — 32∕144p~4 = (108 MeV)4, b — 32∕84p"4 = (190MeV)4, c — 32∕44p"4 = 
(380MeV)4. The dotted linę, the dashed linę, the dashed-dotted linę and the fuli 
linę represent results with u-, d-, s-quark masses equal to (0, 0, 0) MeV, (12,12,12) 
MeV, (12,12,180) MeV and (30,30, 30) MeV, in this order.system seems to crystallize, realizing the scenario depicted schematically in Fig. lc. The reason of the difference between Nt = 2 and Nf = 3 cases is so far unknown. Some speculation on this issue are presented in Chapter 7. We would like to stress, that the simulation for physical density in case of physical quarks masses equal to (0.05/1, 0.05/1,0.1/1) shows that the dip is the finite size effect and the chiral symmetry is of course broken. The results of the condensates are in reasonable agreement with phenomenology, 
e.g., ∣(uu)∣ = (1.21 ± 0.03)∕la, ∣(ss)| = (0.73 ± 0.01)∕l3 and the ratio of the strange quark condensate to the up quark condensate is 0.6 [23].A convenient way to study the induced fermionie correlators is to look at so-called determinental mass, defined as

(3-6)
In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we show the results for tπδ for one and three flavors.
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Fig. 3. The determinental mass n⅛et as a function of the instanton density N∕V4 
in the one flavor case with zero current quark masses. The fuli circles show results 
obtained by Shuryak [20] and the open circles are show results obtained by Nowak, 
Verbaarschot and Zahed [22]. The mean field result of Diakonov and Petrov [18] is 
given by the fuli linę. The scalę on both axis is logarithmic.

ni--------- 1------------------ 1------------------ 1------------------1

ιcr3 10^2 ιo^, 1
N. .
V

Fig. 4. The determinental mass m<ιet as a function of the instanton density N∕Vi 
in the three flavor case. The fuli circles (results from Shuryak [20]) and the open 
circles (results from Nowak, Verbaarschot, Zahed [22]) show results obtained with 
zero current quark masses. The crosses represent our results for the case with 
current quark masses equal to (12,12,180) MeV.Notę, that in the case of one flavor the mean field description provides a fair description of the data. The solid linę corresponds to
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rna = ψ + ^(m2+ 4k2)’, (3.7)
where the semicircular variance defined by (3.5) was estimated in [18] as κ2 = 6.06W∕(V4Wc)p2. For the three flavors the fermionie correlations change the spectrum considerably.Finally, we would like to discuss the two-point correlators in the in- stanton liquid model. Generally, the study of these correlators requires the knowledge of the eigenfunctions of matrix D as well as their eigenvalues. There exists however simple correlator, ∂mt(uu), which can be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues of the matrix D only [22,25]. The interest in this quantity is not purely academic. In a naive quark model, this correlator can be related to the strange admixture in the nucleon state [38,25] (3-8)The partial derivative can be written in terms of the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator D as follows

(3-9)
where ι∕c(A, A') is a connected two-point correlation function defined by ⅛(λ,λ') = ( ∑>(A- Xi)S(λ'- λ,)∖ - ( ∑β(A- λi) W ∑i(λ' - A,)).

' itj ' ' i ' ' j •(3.10) We should stress that the above two-point function carries a nontrivial mass dependence via the statistical average. Before we present numerical results we evaluate the derivative in two extreme cases. The first case is when the eigenvalues of D are uncorrelated and the second case is when the matrix elements of D are uncorrelated. The first case is a good approximation at Iow densities sińce the internal state of a single molecule does not depend on the internal state of the other molecules. At high densities we expect that the collective coordinates of the particles are distributed randomly. Then the overlap integrals are also distributed randomly. The corresponding eigenvalues will be highly correlated with correlation functions following the generał formalism of random matrix theory [39,40].When the eigenvalues are uncorrelated all terms in Eq. (3.10) with Ai ∕ λj cancel. From the diagonal terms we obtain (3.H)



Quarks in ihe Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 711To leading order in ^/(A?)/mj the terms that are inversely proportional to the density of instantons cancel. Notice that the connected two-point function corresponding to Eq. (3.11) isi∕c(λ, A') = iż(A)5(A - A') - ^P(A)P(A') (3.12)
and satisfies the consistency condition J dAi∕c(λ,A') = 0.In the high-density limit the correlation function i∕c(A, A') is given byi∕c(λ, A') = i∕(AX(A - A') - P(λ)P(λ')y2(r), (3.13)where K2(r) is Dyson,s two-point cluster function for the gaussian orthogonal ensemble [41,42],

(3-14)
and r is the distance between eigenvalues in units of the average level spacing (r — J p(z)dz). Asymptotically, I2(r) behaves as l∕π2r2. Its value at 
r = 0 is equal to 1. The correlation function in Eq. (3.13) satisfies the consistency condition J dAi>c(A, A') = 0. By using this property Eq. (3.9) can be rewritten as (3.15)
where vcl is defined as ιzc(A, A') — v(A)5(A — A')- Erom Eq. (3.15) it is elear that the integrand can be approximated by the asymptotic result for Y2(τ).

We conclude that at high instanton densities ∂m, {uu) vanishes in the ther- modynamic limit.Monte-Carlo results [22,25] for the correlation function ∣∕(A, A ) are given in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. These figures show whether the rather Iow realistic value of the instanton density is sufficient for the reproduction of the volume dependence given in (3.12).The results for Iow density limit are given in Fig. 5. The values of the parameters are included in caption. The fuli linę represents the two-point cluster function given in Eq. (3.14). For samples of N particles the two-point cluster function is — 2/N. FYom this figurę it is elear this result gives a fair description of the numerical data at Iow density and at zero masses.

(3.16)
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Fig. 5. The two-point function Y2(r) at Iow instanton density. The quantity r is 
the distance between the eigenvalues in units of the average level spacing. The fuli 
linę represents the random matrix result given in Eq. (3.14). The circles and the 
crosses show results for an instanton density of 32∕144p-4 = (108MeV)4 with 32 
and 64 particles1 respectively. The current quark masses are equal to (12, 12, 180) 
MeV. Results for massless quarks at a density of 64∕204p~4 ■ (90 MeV)4 are given 
by the pluses.

Fig. 6. The two-point function Yi(r) at high instanton density. The circles and the 
crosses show results for an instanton density of 0.5p-4 = (537 MeV)4 with 32 and 
64 particles, respectively. Results at the realistic density of32∕84p~4 = (190 MeV)4 
are given by the fuli circles (32 particles)and the pluses (64 particles). The quark 
masses are equal to (12, 12, 180) MeV. For further explanation see the caption of 
Fig- 5.



Quaτks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 713For finite masses the chiral symmetry is broken. This results in the dis- sociation of the instanton molecules and gives rise to stronger correlations between the eigenvalues. Indeed, this is what is shown in this figurę for the massive quarks. Results for a high and a realistic value of the instanton density are given in Fig. 6. The random matrix correlation func- tion is close to the simulated data, in particular at the highest density. In view of these results we expect that the derivative ∂m, ln∣(uu)∣ is in- versely proportional to the volume. These results show that the chiral con- densate of the light quarks is very insensitive to the mass of the strange quark.
4. Mean field approach to the instantonic vacuum

In so far our considerations of the fermionie degrees of freedom in the medium ofinstantons and anti-instantons have been exact to the extent that the fermionie Hilbert space is truncated to the space of the zero modes. We have indicated however, that this is a fair approximation for observables that vary slowly on the distance scales of about the size of the instanton. It was ’t Hooft [13] who pointed out that at scales larger than the instanton size, the effects of a single instanton on the light quarks can be absorbed in terms of the effective albeit nonlocal interaction. An in- teresting question in this respect is whether one can derive in our frame- work an effective description in terms of long wavelength characteristics of the vacuum state, ι.e., some sort of an effective action. The answer to this question was proposed in [43,22,26]. In this chapter we will show how to extract an effective theory for the constituent quarks in the case of the instantonic liquid phase. In the following we will restrict ourselves to the case, when color orientations and positions of the instantons are distributed according to their invariant measure. This corresponds to a mean-field (or quenched) approximation, sińce we neglect in this way the correlations induced by the fermionie determinant. We stress that the simulated results discussed in the preceding chapter indicate the strong effect of these fermionie correlations for the case of two and morę flavors. There- fore the analysis presented here provides only some qualitative insights and guidelines for the effective models in understanding the pat tern of the chiral symmetry breakdown. Most arguments are given for a generał value of Nc.Consider the single particie propagator of a quark in a random medium of instantons and anti-instantons. In passing by an instanton, the quark can either scatter off or be trapped into the bound state. In the long wavelength limit one can assume the scattered waves to be free waves (without distor- tion). In this case, we may use the well known formalism of the scattering 



714 M. A. Nowakon many-body centers: (4-1)
where So is the free propagator and Si is the propagator in the background of the single instanton I:

(4-2)

(4-3)
(4-4)

Since the instanton fields are short ranged, Si can be approximated by the sum of a free propagator and a nonperturbative contribution. At Iow energies the latter contribution is dominated by dilatational zero modes φj, suggesting the following approximation for Si [44,18]
By using (4.3), the fuli propagator (4.1) can be rewritten as [18]
where D∣j is the overlap matrix defined by (2.11).Diakonov and Petrov [17] have shown that the interaction between in- stantons ρrovides a Gaussian cutoff for the p—integration, leading to a strongly peaked distribution over the instanton size in (2.6). From their results it can be concluded that the variance of this distribution is inversely proportional to Nc. Thus, we will assume that the size integration can be performed by a lowest order cumulant expansion where the average size is determined by either the variational calculations or by the exact Monte- Carlo simulations.Let us now investigate the many-body determinant (det S~1) in the instanton liquid state where (• • •) denotes the average over the collective coordinates. The low-momentum factor of the fermion determinant can be written as
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For fixed values of χ and χ*  a shift in the Grassmann variables ψ and V,t by ≠ -→ ≠ ÷ iφχ, and ψ∣ → ψ∣ + iχ*φ^  yields

Using the chiral properties of the zero modes one can show that in the limit 
m → 0, detS~1 is invariant under Uχ,(2Vf) × Ur(JVγ) transformations of the fermion field ≠. Now we rewrite the sum óver the instanton and anti- instanton indices I and flavor indices f in the exponent of (4.8) as a product over I and f. Due to the Grassmannian character of the variables only the zero and the first order terms of the Taylor expansion of the exponent are nonzero. Thus, the χ*j,Xι,∕ -integrals are Gaussian and can be evaluated in a straightforward way. The result is,

(4-9)

In the above string of equalities we used the definition of D, formula (4.4) and we assumed that zero modes belonging to different instantons are or- thogonal. Since the factor involving M cancels against the high momentum factor of fermion determinant, we will investigate the partition function defined as follows
Z — det(-S'(71)(det(P — im)). (4-6)To display the dynamical properties of the partition function we use a trick due to Ilgenfritz [45] to rewrite the determinants in Eq. (4.5) in terms of integrals over Grassmann variables (the explicit summation over pseudopar- ticles, Dirac, flavor and color indices is omitted in the exponent)



716 M. A. NowakIn order to obtain the last term of this equation, we have reversed the order of ≠ and ≠,. By using the Grassmannian properties of the fermion fields, in this case Eq. (4.9) can be rewritten in terms of a determinant in flavor space as

Since the zero modes have definite chirality, the determinental factor in (4.10) breaks explicitly the Uj4(l) symmetry and induces noniocal interac- tions between fermions on the scalę of the size of the instantons. At the mean-field level they also induce the spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry.For reasons of simplicity, we will demonstrate here the calculation of this determinant for one flavor case. Then, we will present the results for 
Nt = 2,3.In the Nf = 1 case, integration over the color group can be done easily with the help of formula (B.2) (c∕. Appendix B). One obtains

Z — j dψdψlexp diχ∙ψltf)∙ψ^ Θ^+ Θ^^^, (4.11)
where

1 t dtk0± = -Λjξ J (2^)ik2φ ^k^ (4'12)Here φ' is the Fourier transform of the ’t Hooft zero modes [16,18] and 7± = (1 ± '1ζ}∣2,. If we notice that the Θ terms in (4.11) play the role of ‘fugacities’ in an otherwise conventional partition function, then Z can be analyzed using standard techniques from statistical mechanics. Morę specifically, with the help of the inverse Laplace transform
e⅛tooθZ*  = ⅛- ∕ ⅛‰⅛≈p(-‰e±) (4-13)

€ — tOOwe can rewrite (4.12) in terms of only quark bilinears. Since the convergence of the integrals does not enter in the derivation of the mean field equations, we will omit the rangę of integrations from now on. The fermionie integra- tions can then be performed analytically. Up to constant factors we obtainZ = y dβ± exp ( - (AΓ+ + 1) ln∕3+ - (AL + 1) ln/3_)
× exp (V4AΓc J ln (£ + • (4-14)



Quarks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 717In order to stress that the saddle point approximation is exact in the ther- modynamic limit we have transformed the variables β± → V4β±. Notę that due to the two-point ςvertex, generated by the instantons the fermion determinant in (4.14) contains a constituent mass term. In the thermodynamical limit (Λri and V4 → oo with N ∕V4 finite) the integration in (4.14) can be performed by the saddle point method. For N+ = N_ = N/2 this leads to the following gap equation
/ d4k Λf2(fc) N(2τr)4 ⅛2 + M2(fc) - 47VcV4 (4-15)

where
M(k) =

φ'2(k)k2β 
Nc

(4-16)
Since β+ = β~ for IV+ = N_, we have omitted the subscripts ±. When we make the identification ε = βV4∕N we obtain the gap equation de- rived by Dyakonov and Petrov [18]. Remember that in our case the pseu- doparticle density N∕Vi is proportional to the vacuum gluon condensate. Using the value of the gluon condensate suggested by the QCD sum rules (TV∕Vr4 ~ (200 MeV)4), one obtains fromEq. (4.15) a constituent quark mass M(0) of about 345 MeV and a quark condensate of about (—250 MeV)3.Consider now the case of two and morę flavors. In this case the par- tition function involves both quartic and sextic fermionie operators around the single instanton (anti-instanton). In other words, the instanton (anti- instanton) can trap Nf quarks (antiquarks) with different flavors. The group averaging is equivalent to the projection onto a color singlet and can performed with the help of the relations (B.3) and (B.5) from Appendix B. Proceeding as for one flavor and using several Fierz identities, we obtain the following expression for the determinant in the partition function (4.10)

Here, ≠ is an isodoublet of the u and d quark fields, the 4-vector τa has components (il, τ*)  with the τ,, i = 1,2,3 equal to the Pauli matrices acting in isospin space. We have used the convention σμv = ∣[7μ, ‰}. We recognize the expected ’t Hooft interaction, but the interactions are smeared over the size of an instanton [43]. The case of three flavors is most complicated. The 



718 M. A. Nowakeffective sextic vertex for three flavors and for two or three colors3 reads [22]

3 To simplify the derivation we have used the explicit values for some structure 
constants. This restricts the validity of Eq. (4.18) to 2 and 3 colors.

i(det/9)„f=3 = y
- ^^czdabMa'DbSc

+ (μτ>asa + uaτ>as + uavsa)
- ∖c2{UVaμvSaμv + Uaμv'DaμvS + UaμvVSaμv)

- ∖czdaic(UaViμvScμv + U* μv'DiS'μv + Uaμv'DhμvS^+ (7s *→ -7s)∙ (4.18)We have introduced the notations
U - ul(⅛u)7+w°(3u). (4.18a)
Vi = <ζ(A≈d)7+[A∙]≡⅛), (4.18b)<¾, = 4(*.h+MlV‰)∙  (4.18c)Other quantities appearing in Eq. (4.18) are defined by straiglitforward substitutions, e.g., T> = U(u → d, ku → A⅛, qu → qd). The measure is defined as

(4-19)
and factors depending on Nc are defined by

1 Nf _________
= Nc ∣Nc-2

Cz 8(2Vc≡ - 1)(7V≡ - 4) V 3Λrc ’

14Wc(ΛΓ2-l),132JVc(7Vc2 - I)' (4.20)Apart from the smearing effects, the terms in (4.18) agree exactly with the terms derived by Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov [46] using the operator product expansion. By explicit calculation, using extensively color 
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The first, leading in Nc term has of course the ’t .Hooft determinant struc- ture. It is surprising that the subleading term has so simple form in the case of three flavors.It can be easily demonstrated [26], for the arbitrary number of flavors, that the partition function (4.9) for large Nc is analogous to the partition function composed of ’t Hooft determinants. To prove this, we evaluate the average over the color orientations and the size distribution using a cumulant expansion,
(4-22)

where the brackets (∙ ∙ ∙)up denote averaging over the gauge group and the normalized size distribution. To leading order in Nc the higher order cumu- lants do not contribute. In the integrand the χ,, χ-variables occur as the exponent of a quadratic form, diagonal in the pseudoparticles and nondiag- onal in the flavor indices. Performing this integral yields

Here, w(p) is the effective one-body size distribution that includes the aver- age repulsive interaction between the pseudoparticles. The determinant in this equation is over the flavor indices and can be identified as a smeared ’t Hooft determinant. For an equal number of instantons and anti-instantons 



720 M. A. Nowakthe partition function (4.23) is invariant under Ul(7Vγ) X U«(7Vf) trans- formations of the fermion field ψ. If the number of instanton differs from the number of anti-instantons, the partition function is not inυariant un- der Uj4(l) transformations. Hence, in generał it is important to account for fluctuations in the number of instantons and anti-instantons in order to account for the U^(l) anomaly in the instanton liquid model of the QCD vacuum.
5. Thermal effects in the instanton vacuumIt is generally believed that QCD undergoes a phase transition at suf- ficiently high temperatures or densities. The naturę and the character of this transition are still debated. Its existence, however, has been partly supported by lattice Monte-Carlo simulations [48,49]. This phase transition is believed to have prevailed in the early stages of the formation of the uni- verse and is hoped to be achieved using relativistic heavy-ion colliders. It is therefore important to understand the naturę and properties of QCD at high temperatures or densities.At zero temperaturę, the instanton approach to the QCD ground state provides some upderstanding of the spontaneous breakdown of chiral sym- metry [13,15, 50], ignoring the issue of confinement. It is therefore tempting to consider the effects of the temperaturę on the instantonic vacuum. The existence of the instanton-like solutions for the thermal Yang-Mills theory (called caloron) allows us to extend naturally our picture of the vacuum to the T ψ 0 case. Taking into account all kinds of interactions in the caloron vacuum, t.e., mutual interaction between calorons, thermal gluons and fermions is a serious computational task, which, we hope, some day will be completed. Meantime, it is plausible to ask whether one could con- struct a kind of simple effective action, which can take into account basie long wavelength properties of the vacuum. Recently, Kanki [51] and also Diakonov and Mirlin [52] have considered the effects of temperaturę on the instanton vacuum. Using variational arguments, they have shown that with inereasing temperatures instantons and anti-instantons are boiled off the vacuum. An extension of their analysis to include light quarks was done by Nowak, Verbaarschot and Zahed [24] and also, using the difTerent arguments, by ∏genfritz and Shuryak [53]. In both approaches the problem of chiral fermions in the instantonic (or rather caloronic) vacuum was solved only for the case of randomly distributed pseudoparticles. Computer simu- lated results at zero temperaturę suggest that there exist strong correlation effects in the case of two and morę flavors. We are aware, that these effects should be crucial for the quantitative description of the hot QCD vacuum. However, our present aim is to check if the caloronic picture of the vac- uum follows the generał lorę of the temperaturę dependence of the fermion



Quarks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 721condensates, instead of studying morę subtle behaviour of the thermal ef- fects.To study the instantons at finite temperaturę we adopt the same generic form for the partition function as in Chapter 2. However, in tłiis case, due to the explicit temperaturę dependence, we have to make a series of modi- fications in the Eq. (2.6). Ali fields are defined on a slice of the Euclidean space, so we have to make a replacement in the all integration formulae:
(5-1)

where β = 1/T. The functional integral is restricted to the fields satisfying periodic conditions
Aμ(β,x) = Aμ(0,≈) bosons
* {β∙>¾) = -!f(0,≈) fermions (5-2)Therefore the integrals in momentum space should also be modified (5-3)

where the sum goes over Matsubara frequencies α>n depending on the statis- tics of the fields: (5-4)
Harrington and Shepherd [54] have found the explicit instantonic-type so- lution with periodic boundary conditions (called caloron). Therefore all the formulae for instanton fields and instanton zero modes are still true, pro- vided that the foliowing replacement s in the formulae (2.1) and (2.4) are madę 

(5-5)where \x| = r. Finally, we need to take into account the modification of the pseudoparticle density. At finite temperaturę, the pseudoparticle density is given by [18,55]
d(p,T) = d(p)exp (-∣Λ2(27Vc + Nt) + B(λ)) (5-6)



722 M. A. Nowakwhere5(A)= (1 +∣(ΛΓc-7Vf))(-In(l + λ73) +0.15(1+ 0.16A->)-8), (5.7) and d(p) is equal to the zero temperaturę density (2.7). For convenience we have introduced the dimensionless variable A = πpT. The temperaturę dependence of -B(A) was obtained numerically by Gross, Pisarski and Yaffe [55].Again, the fermion determinant in (2.6) can be split into a low-momen- tum contribution (≡ detιow) and a high-momentum contribution (≡ dethigh). The high-momentum factor can be obtained in a standard way. The low- momentum factor is dominated by the set of zero modes (5-8)where the matrix elements of D are given by the overlaps between the 
finite temperaturę zero modes φ1. The right-handed finite temperaturę zero modes are given by formula (2.4) [55] but with the functions ∏, Φ appropriately replaced by their finite temperaturę counterparts (5.5).To evaluate the low-momentum part of the fermion determinant (5.8) we use a cumulant expansion [56]. The positions and the orientations of the pseudoparticles are assumed to be distributed according to their invariant measure. Because of the formation of instanton-anti-instanton molecules [20,22], this assumption does not hołd for a very dilute system. In the chirally broken phase where the pseudoparticles are in a liquid phase, we expect this assumption to provide a reasonable description of the real (un- quenched) system. Even so we do take into account the feedback of the fermion determinant on the distribution of the sizes of the pseudoparticles. However, the fermion determinant is evaluated by a mean field approxima- tion. We will refer to this approach as a semiquenched approximation [24]. The distribution of the sizes will be discussed later.In the thermodynamic limit and for large Nc, we may again use the Wigner formula (3.5), but now the eigenvalues of the overlap matrix D are temperaturę dependent [18] (5-9)where κ2 is the variance of the eigenvalues. With the help of this distribution function, the low-momentum factor of the fermion determinant readsdet(m2 ⅛ D* D) = JJ H(m,j), (5.10a)

/ . (5.10b)



Quaτks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 723Under the assumption that 1/p > M1 > κ the Λfι-dependence in Eq. (2.10) cancels the Λf1-dependence4 of Eq. (2.11). The variance κ2 is proportional to the average of the tracę of DiD. The averaging over the positions and the orientations can be performed analytically. The averaging over the sizes is performed by a leading-order cumulant expansion which is accurate when the distribution function is peaked. The result is

4 Even when the double inequality is only marginally satisfied, the Mi depen- 
dence is weak. For T = 0 this fact has been demonstrated in [18].

5 It is assumed that the many-body forces do not play an important role at the 
instanton densities relevant for the description of the QCD vacuum. Again, 
this assumption will be justified a posteriori by the result that the instanton 
medium is dilute.

^,(T) = 77^-≈(Γ)∕>1. (5.11)

with
o(T) = =5 ∕ (i⅛∣ ∑(* 1 + (512)

and the bar denotes the averaging over the distribution of the collective coordinates. The ωn represent the Matsubara frequencies given by 2π(n + ∣)∕∕3. The coefficients An and Bn enter in the evaluation of the density matrix of instantons and anti-instantons. They are given by
∞ β1 f , . f , , cos kr sin kr. „ i „ <b . „ ,kAn = 2^ Z4" J dt^~kΓ ~ η^r)cosωnt∕I5⅛ J,(5.13a) 0 o
∞ β

ωnBn = —[ 4πr2dr [ — sinωnt∏⅛∂ty-. (5.13b)
2πp J J kr ∏o oDimensional arguments show that the function α(T) depends only on the dimensionless combination p2T2. The shape of this function can be deter- mined numerically. In Fig. 7 we show the result for p — 1/3 fm.To evaluate the resulting partition function, we use the Feynman vari- ational principle (see Ref. [17] for details). As a result only the average interaction u∣nt enters in the finał expressions. By a straightforward calcu- lation [52] one obtains 5⅛∏t = ^f2Pιpl, 72 = 2ζ7r 1∙ (5-14)
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Fig. 7. Temperaturę dependence of the eigenvalues of the overlap matrix D as 
given by the function α(T) deftned in Eq. (5.12). The curve was evaluated for 
p = 1/3 fm.Notę that the average interaction does not depend on the chirality of the instantons, and that the coefficient 72 is temperaturę independent. Us- ing μ(p, T) as a variational one-body density to account for the two-body interaction, the partition function is bounded from below byΣ N W ' /ndQ/M(Pi,T)eXp(-/3(p)£uint(I,J)

N+,N- +• -• J 1 i<}

~Yflnμ(p1,T)∕d(p1,T)), (5.15)
The function μ is determined variationally. We find that the instantons and the anti-instantons are distributed according to the same distribution function μ,

The term involving H is due to the μ-dependence of the average size. The argument of the running coupling constant is fixed after minimization with respect to μ, and is given by p2A2. The average squared size is determined selfconsistently from
(5-17)

and p is defined by (p2)’
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where the density of pseudoparticles NT∣V⅛ is denoted by n(T,). In the thermodynamie limit n(T) is determined by the value of N where F has its maximum. In the dilute limit the extremum can de determined analytically. In this limit the density dependence of the free energy density F is given by^=n(T)(e(T) + (φ-l)ta^), 2⅞P≪1. (5.19)
where c(T) is a temperaturę dependent constant. The free energy density at the extremumis (Λf∕2-l)n(7,)∕√l4. In the three-flavor case, the free energy becomes negative in the dilute limit leading to a first order phase transition to the trivial solution n(T) = 0. In the two-flavor case, the free energy is zero in the dilute limit which results in a second order phase transition. In the one-flavor case, the free energy for the nontrivial solution is always positive and no phase transition takes place. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 8 where we show the ratio F(T)∕J1(0) as a function of the temperaturę 
T for one, two and three massless flavors.

Fig. 8. Ratio of the free energy F(T) to F(0) as a function of the dimensionless 
temperaturę Tf A. Here the quarks are massless.The derivative ⅛F(T) is discontinuous at the critical point for three flavors only. The free energy per particie F(0)∕N is 2.17,1.21 and 0.672 for Nt = 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

The free energy F ≡ In Z is given by [24]



726 M. A. NowakTo reproduce the phenomenological value of the gluon condensate, we have chosen the coupling constant in the pre-exponential factor to be 8π2∕g2 = —b ln 0.1. The value of Λpv is fixed by requiring that the gluon condensate at zero temperaturę = (190MeV)4) is saturated by
NT∕V3. In the three flavor-case, the latter quantity is equal to 0.2257√l4 which yields a value of Λpγ = 275 MeV. The average size of the pseudopar- ticles at T = 0 is equal to 0.36 fm, whereas the distance between the pseu- doparticles defined by (ΛΓT∕V3)-1∕4, is equal to 1.45 fm. This demonstrates that our system is dilute. The validity of the semiclassical limit is guaran- teed by the value of the running coupling constant, 87r∕<72 = — δln∕J√l — 6.4. Similar numerical values have been obtained for one and two flavors.Mean-field approach presented in Chapter 4, easily generalizes to non- zero temperatures by replacing the zero temperaturę zero modes by zero modes corresponding to the caloron solution, and replacing the integral over the four-momentum by its finite temperaturę counterpart. As gap equation we obtain (c/. (4.15) )
where the momentum-dependent effective mass is defined by (c/. (4.16))

→ eNT
M(k,ωn) = + + (5'21)

Also the result for the chiral condensate is a straightforward generalization of the zero temperaturę case
(5.22)

One can show that the chiral condensate and the constituent quark mass depend only on the dimensionless combinations n(T)p4 and p2T2.The value of e is determined by solving Eq. (5.20) iteratively. This solution enables us to calculate the constituent mass M(k = 0,ωn=o) and the chiral condensate {qq)∙ Their temperaturę dependence for one, two and three flavors is displayed in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.We clearly see that the order of the phase transition depends on the number of flavors. For Iow temperatures the chiral condensate is almost independent of the temperaturę. This is the result of two opposing effects. The chiral condensate obtained from Eqs (5.20), (5.21) and (5.22) increases both with temperaturę and with density. However, the actual density as

(5.20)
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Fig. 9. Constituent mass M(0) ≡ M(k = 0,α>n=o) ⅛ units of A as a function 
oiT/A.

Fig. 10. Chiral condensate {qq}Λz as a function of the temperaturę in units of A. obtained from the free energy (Eq. (5.18)) decreases with increasing temperaturę. With the numerical parameters quoted above the Nt = 3 values at zero temperaturę of the constituent quark mass and the chiral condensate are equal to 370 MeV and⅛(237 MeV)3 , respectively. The critical temperaturę in this case is 180 MeV. These values are in rough agreement with values obtained from a phenomenological analysis.In conclusion, the order of the chiral phase transition in an instanton model for the QCD vacuum depends sensitively on the number of mass- less flavors. We find a second order phase transition in the two-flavor case and a first order phase transition for the three-flavor case. We would like to stress once morę, that these results were obtained in semiquenched ap- proach, where large part of the important fermion correlations were ne- glected.
6. Effective lagrangiansAt low-energy and in the large Nc limit flavor dynamics is generic (see for example Refs [57,58]). To leading order, the light pseudoscalar mesons 



728 M. A. Nowakdecouple from the heavier (scalar and pseudoscalar) glueballs. The dy- namics can be described in the context of nonlinear-sigma models suitably coupled to heavy scalar and pseudoscalar glueball fields. The generic form of flavor dynamics in the long-wavelength approximation is reminiscent to the Landau-Ginzburg construction.To leading order in Nc, the resulting partition function is equivalent to the partition function of constituent quarks interacting via ,t Hooft vertices [13]. After a suitable coarse graining, we show that our effective action (4.10) is consistent with the ones discussed in the literaturę and based on nonlinear sigma-models. In our effective action the role of the glueballs is played by the instanton and anti-instanton densities. We show that the effective action satisfies both the chiral anomaly and the scalę anomaly [26]. The latter is directly related to the compressibility of the instanton liquid.To show that the eflective action implied by the partition function given in Eq. (4.10) is reminiscent to an effective action proposed some time ago by Schechter et al. [58] we will apply the coarse-graining tech- nique. For this we choose to rewrite the integral over the positions of the instantons as an integral over the density of the instantons by allow- ing for the number of instanton and anti-instanton to change. To achieve this we partition the total Euclidean volume V in blocks ΔVl containing n+(zi) instantons and n~[zi) anti-instantons, where zi denotes the posi- tion of the błock ΔVi. Assuming a suflicient amount of coarse graining we have
dz1w(p1)dp1F(z1) = i ∩ dn+{zi)dτΓ{zi)F^+kti∖zi)F2 00(-z,).

∙' ΔVi (6-1)In the limit ΔV → 0 this integral becomes a functional integral,
∕ ∏ ^n+(2)^n~(2)-F++^(2)∙f,- ^∖z}∙ (6-2)

So far we have only discussed the leading term in the grand-partition function: the instanton density is fixed. In what follows, we will also in- clude fluctuations about this density. (In generał, in the grand-partition function these fluctuations are induced through correlations in the collec- tive variables.) The attitude we are taking here is that the mean-field approximation for the liquid phase provides a good description for the bulk parameters of the QCD vacuum. Therefore we expect that correlations in the density of instantons can be described by few Iow order mo- ments.



Quaτks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 729With this in mind, we take the pseudoparticle densities at different space-time points to be uncorrelated. For the pseudoparticles densities at the same space-time points we have
<("+ω>> = (<"^ω>) = ^7.((n+(2)n-(2))) = ((n+(2))) (<n~(2))). (6.3)The functional average over the distribution of the pseudoparticles has been denoted by ((• • •)). Since different pseudoparticles are uncorrelated we have yΛ(((n÷(2)-n-(j))>))=^. (6.4)

Thus the variance in the number difference is of order Nc. The variance of the total number of instantons and anti-instantons in the vacuumσ2 = y d4z^(n+(z)÷n-(z)-(6.5)
is related to the compressibility of the instanton liquid. Both the variational calculations and Iow energy theorems indicate that σ2 N°. In our case it will be fixed by the requirement that the scalę anomaly is correctly re- produced at tree level. This requirement is consistent with the Iow energy theorems. Therefore, we expect σt∣(N∣V) ~ Λc^1 to vanish in the large Nc limit, indicating a sharply peaked distribution in the total instanton number density.Using the coarse grained version of (4.10) and (6.3 and 6.5), we obtain the following effective action for the instanton liquid state

® The formula presented below is a generalization of the formula (4.9) to' the 
case of massive quarks. For morę details we refer to [26].

(6-6)where we have used the shorthand notation for the smeared ’t Hooft determi- nants® (the z dependence relates to the global position of an instanton or anti-instanton).
(6-7)



730 M. A. NowakThe fluctuations in the number densities in (6.6) stand for the “gluonic” con- tribution to the effective action. The distribution of the difference n+(z) — n^(z) is Gaussian with a width given by (6.4). The distribution of the sum n+(z) ÷ n-(z) is logarithmic and consistent with ((6.3) and (6.4)) in the Gaussian approximation (to be justified below)7 *. The latter is exact in the large Nc limit.

7 The logarithmic choice is also motivated by the Stirling form of the pre-
exponentional factorials in the grand-partition function.

Under an infinitesimal Uχ(l) transformation ≠(z) → (1 + zα(z)γ5)≠(z) where a varies slowly on the scalę of the size of the instantons, we have
∂μjsμ = -27Vf(n+(z) - n~(z)). (6.8)The axial singlet current vanishes in a C,P symmetric vacuum. Since the variance of the number difference (6.4) (topological susceptibility) does not vanish, we expect (6.8) to generate nonvanishing matrix elements between the vacuum (topologically neutral state) and pseudoscalar singlet excita- tions (e.p. η0'). This result is consistent with QCD.To exhibit the scalę anomaly, let p → A-1p, V,(∙z) → A>≠(λz), and ni(z) → A4ni(Az) in (23). Under this transformation the first terin in the effective action (6.6) transforms as

The first term is the gluonic contribution to the tracę anomaly, while the second term is the fermionie contribution. The latter contribution is ob- tained by using the one-loop beta function in the size distribution w(p). Since it is subleading in l∕7Vc, we will not take it into account any further.If we were to identify the instanton density N/V in the liquid phase with the value of the gluon condensate (0∣F2ιz∕32π2∣0), then a comparison of the vacuum expectation value of (6.10) with the usual QCD tracę anomaly yields the following equation for the variance in the large Nc limit (6.11) 

(6.10)
It follows that the divergence of the dilatation current does not vanish at tree level (ι.e., only classical instanton and anti-instanton configurations). The result is



Quarks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 731where b = 117Vc∕3. This result was first obtained in [17] in the instanton liquid using a detailed variational calculation. Notice that in the large Nc limit the instanton liquid becomes incompressible. For Nc = 3, the ratio σ2∕(Λr∕V) = 4/11 indicates a peaked distribution in the total number of instantons. A posteriori, this result justifies the use of a Gaussian approxi- mation for the distribution of the total density of the pseudoparticles.By introducing the coarse grainedfields II (z) = ∣(n+(z)+n~(z)) (scalar glueball) and Q(z) = ∣(n+(z) — τr(z)) (pseudoscalar glueball), the grand- canonical partition function ≡ corresponding to the effective action (6.6) can be rewritten as

The instanton and anti-instanton distribution functional W(H, Q) can be read immediately from the effective action (6.6). It is logarithmic in H and Gaussian in Q. Notice that the combination (det+ det_) is Uj4(l) in- variant, while the combination (det+/det_) breaks Uχ(l). As mentioned above, the fluctuations in the number difference Q are at the origin of the Uyl(l) anomaly. In generał the distribution functional W(H,Q) is morę complicated than indicated above. However, for a system of instantons and anti-instantons in the liquid phase, we expect the above approximations to be satisfactory. These approximations should be contrasted with the dilute gas apρroximation where the collective variables decouple. In this case n+ and n~ are uncorrelated, and we find that the compressibility for the total number of pseudoparticles is equal to one. However, this case does not have a well behaved infrared limit. Therefore it is elear that the ,t Hooft effective actions that have been derived with the dilute gas approximation can be at best qualitative.To describe the long wavelength pseudoscalar excitations, we can either study source-source correlators in the vacuum described by (6.7), or equiv- alently bosonize the fermionie degrees of freedom in (6.7) [27]. To achieve this we use the completeness relation 
(6.13)

where Pi are the auxiliary fields associated to the pseudoscalar fields 7Γi. The fields 7Γi are eliminated with the help of the mean field equations for fixed values of Pi. In this way the gaussian fluctuations in πi are included in the partition function.
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The tracę is over the Dirac indices and the four momenta. In order to distin- guish the Goldstone modes from the massive modes we consider Eq. (6.13) for zero quark masses. Then the action is invariant under the global trans- formation P÷→exp(+^)p÷exp(+^),
p- → exp ( - y ) P~ exp ( - y) • (6.15)

This suggests the parametrizationPi = exp ( ± y) σ exp ( ≡ y), (6.16)
where κ and σ are Nf × Nf Hermitean matrices. The κ-variables can be identified as the pseudoscalar Goldstone modes. The σ-variables are massive and can be eliminated with the help of the saddle point equations. The lowest order the saddle point solution σ does not depend on the quark masses. We can set σ = 1 after a suitable redefinition of the constituent mass Mk in (6.14). We need only to expand the logarithm up to ftrst order to obtain all terms of O(κ2) at zero momentum and to leading order in the current quark masses. To this order the contributing terms depend only on the following combination of m and k,Tr(m(l-∣κ2)). (6.17)This expression can be rewritten as

(6.18)

After bosonization the fermionie part of the effective action takes the following form



Quarks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 733where we have used the decomρosition κ = ∑*= 0 κk^k- For zero momentum pseudoscalar excitations (constant Ky) we can immediately write down the relations 
(6.19)

and similar relations involving the κ0 and κ8 fields. The derivatives with respect® to m are related to the Euclidean condensate by
∂Wf ,to z= →(≠tV>) (6.20)from which we immediately obtain the PCAC relation. Notę that to the order in m we are working, the chiral condensate does not depend of the flavor.To investigate the momentum content of the pseudoscalars consider first the κ0 and κs excitations, which can be identified as the η' and the 

η field, respectively. Inserting (6.16) in (6.14) and expanding around zero momentum gives (momentum integration understood)

where the quark condensate and the pseudoscalar decay constant f

are evaluated in the chiral limit. For the π and the K excitations in (6.16), we find the mass relations
m2 = -2m(≠≠)∕∕2~ (6.23)π⅛ =-(m +ms)(≠≠)∕∕2. (6.24)

8 When we differentiate with respect to m, we take into account that m is the 
average of mu and mj. By the derivative with respect to m we mean the 
derivative either with respect to mu or with respect to ιτ⅛.

(6.21)

(6.22)
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Tłiis gives rise to a gluonic contribution to be added to the fermionie con- tribution (6.14). Integrating out the pseudoparticle difference, we obtain the following result for the second order expansion in the η — τ∕-fields of our effective action (momentum integration understood)

This result coincides with the result obtained by Veneziano [59]. In particu- lar, for zero quark masses, we obtain the Witten-Veneziano [59,60] formula.Using the standard instanton liquid model parameters N/V = 1 fm-4 and p = | fm we obtain for the constituent mass M(0) =345 MeV, for the condensate (≠≠) =(255 MeV)3 and for the decay constant f = 91 MeV. The current masses m = 5 MeV and ms =120 MeV reproduce the experimental values of mr and mκ. Diagonalization of the mass matrix given in (6.26) yields [27] mη =527 MeV (exp.: 549 MeV) and mη< — 1172 MeV (exp.: 958 MeV). The corresponding mixing angle comes out to be 0 = —11.5° (exp.: ≈ —20o[61]).
7. Summary and conclusionsOur aim was to present in a self-consistent way the variety of the ap- proaches to the physics of light quarks propagating through the vacuum populated by the instantonic fluctuations. The most important eflect of these propagation is a phenomenon of the chiral symmetry breakdown. This eflect is a consequence of the delocalization of the zero modes in the infinite and disordered configuration of instantons resembling a liquid phase. The naturę of this mechanism is generic. One may draw many analogies to the stochastic configurations in solid states physics [37], like percolation prob- lems or Mott insulator-conductor phase transition. It can be proven, that 

We have explicitly used the fact that (V,V,) = —i'(V,+V,)e between the Eu- clidean and Minkowski condensates. To account for the mass of the η' we have to add the gluonic part due to the fluctuations in the topological sus- ceptibility. We have shown that the terms proportional to the difference n+(z) — n~(z) in the pseudoparticle densities are given by



Quarks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 735the delocalization mechanism is generated mostly by stochastic properties of the ensemble of field configurations supporting the zero modes [18,22,62]. Self-dual fields are preferred candidates due to their stability with respect to quantum fluctuations and due to the presence of the zero modes [62], The basics of the instanton vacuum formalism was presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we demonstrated the way computer simulation on the ensemble of the instantons interacting with light quarks could be performed. Generally, the simulations described in this chapter support the qualitative scenario described above. There are, however, some unexpected results coming from the recent, largest-to-date instanton vacuum simulation [23]. First, it seems that there is a crucial difference between the vacuum structure for two and three massless flavors. At physical densities, Nt = 2 simulation demon- strates the liquid phase, whereas, at the same density, for three flavors chiral symmetry remains unbroken. The origin of this behaviour is unknown and requires further studies. One may wonder whether the interaction via the multifermion vertices does not require the inclusion of some kind of quark- quark correlations for large number of flavors. Of course, such an effect may be a genuine feature of the vacuum. It does not contradict the experimental data, sińce in reality the mass of the strange quark is not, by any means, a smali number. The direct simulation with massive strange quark and two light other flavors gives the chiral symmetry breakdown at physical density and provides the data comparable to experiment [23]. At very high densities, N{ — 3 system seems to prefer the crystalline form. Studies of the instanton model at large densities require some extra care. First, the dilute gas approximation for the quantum corrections is no longer valid in this region. Second, the concentration of large topological charge in a relatively smali volume may require the inclusion in the ansatz field configurations with topological charges greater than one. Third, the boundary condition effect and the ansatz dependence are not yet fully investigated in this case.It is tempting to compare the results of the simulation to the Monte- Carlo results obtained in lattice QCD simulation. Despite the formal simi- larity of the technical tools used in both kinds of simulation, the approach is quite different and therefore the comparison is not straightforward. Instanton vacuum picture assumes a priori, that there exists a subclass of the gluonic configurations (i.e., instantons), which is most important from the point of view of the chiral symmetry breaking. In lattice calculations, all gluonic fluctuations are treated at the same footing. Because of the random character of the gauge configurations generated in course of simulation, it is difficult to identify which particular gauge configuration is dominating the partition function. Another difficulty is related to the study of the chiral symmetry breaking on the lattice, which require so called “staggered fermion” formalism. An introduction of Nt kinds of fermions on the lattice 



736 M. A. Nowakleads to 4Nt kinds of fermions in the continuum limit. Finally, the notion of topological quantities defined on the array of isolated points requires careful analysis and even then becomes biased by ambiguities. An additional diffi- culty is related to the fact, that topological fluctuations are large (1/3 fm), whereas the present lattices are rather smali (1 fm4). Despite all the prob- lems, progress on the direct study of the topological properties on the lattice is growing. We would like to refer here to the recent analysis of a lattice simulation [63], in which the authors provide convincing evidence for the topological origin of the chiral symmetry breaking. Their calculation of the topological susceptibility on the lattice is in striking agreement with the value extracted from Witten Veneziano formula, which may be understood in the long wavelength limit of the instanton liquid model. The molecu- lar instanton-antiinstanton configuration was also observed in the chirally symmetric phase in lattice Monte Carlo simulation done in [64]. The de- pendence of the distance between the pseudoparticle as a function of the mass of a light quark agrees with the dependence observed for molecules in the instantonic vacuum picture [22]. We hope, that another challeng- ing comparison will be soon available due to enormous progress in lattice gauge calculations. Especially interesting are APE project and Teraflop project [65]. If successfully completed, one may expect as soon as in 1993 the quenched QCD simulations on the lattices as big as 1283 X 256 and fuli QCD simulations on a lattice 323 X 64. The amount of instantons “packed” in such big lattices is at least comparable to the instantonic simulations.The comparison between the thermal instantonic vacuum and the finite 
T lattice simulations is much morę awkward. Present lattice simulations suggest that the deconfinement and chiral symmetry restoration happens at the same temperaturę [66]. Instanton vacuum picture, on the other side, ignores the fluctuations leading to confinement. The tacit assumption in this picture is that both mechanisms may be unrelated and that QCD may undergo two separate transitions at different temperatures. The deconfining configurations are suspected to be larger scalę fluctuations, but their naturę and possible interrelations to instantons are unknown. The order of the thermal phase transition is not firmly established. At present, most finite temperaturę lattice calculations with light fermions are performed on rather smali lattices and the finite size efiects are not fully understood. In case of Nf > 4 the transition is of the first order. A common folklore is that for 2 ≤ N{ < 4 the transition is of the first order. Universality arguments by Pisarski and Wilczek [67] indicate that there is no chiral transition for one flavor, the transition is of the first order for flavor number greater or equal to three, and in the case Nt = 2 the transition may be of the second order. This scenario for the flavor dependence seems to be confirmed by our mean-field calculations for the finite-temperature instantons [24]. However, 



Quarks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 737these calculations ignore the fermionie correlations which are so crucial in the T = 0 case, therefore the mean-field results should be treated with some reserve. Large scalę simulation for thermal instantons is now under progress [35]. Large statistics studies of the finite temperaturę QCD for lattices 323 × Nτ for Nτ as large as 16 were being proposed as well [65]. We hope this parallel progress will help in understanding this important issue.As an alternative to the simulation we presented here the mean-field approach to the instantonic vacuum. The basie assumption in this picture is that instantons are distributed homogeneously in space and are located on color manifold according to the invariant measure [17]. This picture ob- viously breaks down for the molecular phase, where instantons are pair-wise correlated in space and color, but seems to be valid in a liquid, chirally bro- ken phase. Exact analytical results are available only in one flavor case or in the limit Nc → oo, but in other cases one may obtain the approximate solutions using saddle point approximation. In Chapter 4 we have presented the mean-field formalism for the partition function of the ensemble of instantons interacting with massless quarks. The functional formalism adopted there allowed us to present the original construction by Diakonov and Petrov [18] in a simple and suggestive form [26,22]. The formalism can be also generalized in a straightforward way to the finite temperaturę case [24]. Basically, it requires rewriting of “many body physics” taking place in the instanton medium using the piane wave basis for the quark fields. In this form, one can extract immediately an effective action for the delocal- ized fermions once the statistical averaging is performed. Averaging over the collective positions yields momentum conservation, whereas averaging over color orientations singles out color singlets and restores the local gauge invariance. The dynamics is described by a Nambu-Jona-Lasinio [68] type model with smeared ,t Hooft,s interactions [26]. The purpose of Chapter 6 was to demonstrate, that in the long wavelength limit our effective action is generic with effective actions obtained from large Nc arguments. Bulk correlations in the liquid state were included by using the coarse-graining technique. Local variations in the density of instantons were identified with the scalar glueball field, whereas local variations in the topological suscepti- bility were generating the pseudoscalar glueball. Construction of the action guaranties that chiral and scalę anomalies are reproduced. Finally, we have discussed some phenomenological consequences of the adopted action. We demonstrated that in the chiral limit the τr, K and η particles are Goldstone modes in the instanton liquid state, as first noted in [18], whereas the η particles are heavy due to the explicit breaking of the Uχ(l) anomaly by instantons. The calculated parameters for the pseudoscalar nonet observables are in good agreement with the data [27].



738 M. A. NowakTo sum up, let us mention some prospects and possible improvements in the instanton liquid picture. Fuli simulation of the grand canonical ensemble is still lacking. The studies of the thermal properties of the medium are still at the qualitative level only. The implementation of the non-zero modes in one instanton-background quark propagator may be possible (this was done recently in the mean field approximation [69]). It is challeng- ing to find the better ansatz for the instanton configuration. The study of the quantum corrections around the ansatze does not go beyond the dilute medium approximation. Last but not least, łarger-scale simulations with higher statistics are needed. Let us notę at this point, that the up-to datę results in the instanton vacuum picture did not only reproduce successfully most of the bulk properties of the vacuum, but also provided encouraging results in the studies of the vector, axial [70] and heavy flavor mesons [71]. Even such subtle effects as flavor mixings [22,25], OZI rule violation [72] and proton spin problem [73] were analyzed with the help of the instanton vacuum picture. Ali told, we believe that further investigation in this field is of great interest.We hope that the review of the instanton liquid model presented in this paper provides the reader with some insight on the character of the vacuum and mechanism of the chiral symmetry breaking, offers him the qualitative and as well as quantitative framework for studies of the Iow energy physics and may convince him that instanton vacuum picture can successfully supplement the lattice gauge calculations.
This paper is a broad resume of a series of papers written at Stony Brook in a fruitful collaboration with Jac Verbaarschot and Ismail Zahed, which has shaped most of my understanding of the subject. During the course of this work I benefited also from discussions with Reinhard Alkofer (who also collaborated with us on pseudoscalar nonet), Mitia Diakonov, Stefano Forte, Hans Hansson, Michał Praszałowicz, George Ripka, Edward Shuryak, Alosha Yung and Wolfram Weise. I would like to thank Prof. Andrzej Białas for useful suggestions and a critical reading of the manuscript. My special gratitude is devoted to Mannque Rho for his constant help and encouragement throughout this work, and to Gerry Brown for prompting me to the physics of instantons.

Appendix A

A.l. Euclidean space conventionsWe present here formulae which allow the transition from Minkowski to Euclidean space. We define Euclidean time component as x*  = ixo, spatial 



Quarks in the Instanton Liquid-Like Picture ... 739coordinate components are not changed. The complete transition to Eu- clidean variables (denoted by the index E) requires the following relations: Vector potentials:

Action:

A≡ = --iAa, A*  = -Ai (i = 1,2,3). (A.1)Covariant differentiation:VE = --fV0, V≡ = -Vi (i =1,2,3) (A.2)hence v- = ⅛ - ,'s∙4' (A.3)Stress tensor: paE _ 
∙x μv

_Ź_4aE _ AaE _L /7faŁc4(,E4‘:E
∂x* μ v ∂x*  μ +9t " v • (A.4)

Gamma matrices: E74 = 7o, 7,E = -ńi (i = 1,2,3) (A.5)⅛7e} = 2^. (A.6)Fermi fields:
ψε = ∙ψ, ,ψ = i≠. (A.7)

WE - -iW
W = j d*x  ^FaμvFaμv + ‰Vm - M)φ)

WE = j dixs (∣J‰¾e + ≠e( - i7eV≡ - xM)≠e) . (A.8)
Unless explicitly mentioned, all formulae in this paper are given in Euclidean space, therefore the index E is usually omitted.

A. 2. Zero modes and overlap integralsWe give the explicit form of the zero modes density matrices for the Instanton - Instanton case
Φι(χ)icΦr(y)jβ = ⅛<pι(χ)φi'(y) 1^7μ7^ 2 ) ® (Ujτμ τ+Ur)aβ,

(A.9)



740 M. A. NowakInstanton — Anti-instanton case
φι(χ}iaφ∖-,(y)jβ = -⅛pι(χ}φr(y) ® (U1τμU'p)ap, (A.10)

where
Piφ(x) = —--------------r-

π∖∕x2(x2 + pj)3Overlap integrals are explicitly given by (A.11)

(A.12)

(A.13)
where rμ --- z1μ — zμ ,

(A.14)
and the Fourier transformations of the zero modę profile (A-ll) is explicitly given by

(A.15)
Appendix B

Group integration for the SU{Nc) manifoldAveraging over the color group requires the knowledge of the integrands over invariant measure of the following strings of the color matrices:
UtaιU!jl.. .Uta"Ulin .'---- ----- ' '-----V-----'

1 Nf

(B.l)



Quarks in the Instanion Liquid-Like Picture ... 741Such string can be easily evaluated, using the observation that the group integration is equivalent to the projection of a tensor product of fundamen- tal representations onto singlet of the group [74]. The case of one flavor (corresponding to the projection 3® 3 → 1) is particularly simple (B.2)
Twoflavor case (3®3®3®3 = (1®8)®(1®8) → 1) requires two projections, the trivial one (1® 1 → 1) and octet-octet onto singlet projector 8®8 → 1:

(B.3)
where the A’s are the properly normalized generators of SU(2Vc). By using properties of the A-matrices

[« = 2(δdδb - ±-δabδcd) (B.4)
one can easily recover Creutz,s standard result [75] for the SU(JVc) case.In order to perform the group averaging in the three flavor case we need the following relation

(B.5)
In this case we project 3®3®3®3®3®3 = (1®8)®(1®8)®(1®8) → 1. The first term in the above formula corresponds to a trivial projection 1 ® 1 ® 1, the second linę corresponds to the three projections of the two octets onto the singlet (1® 8®8 → 1 or 8® 1 ®8 → 1 or 8® 8® 1 → 1) and the last two lines correspond to the two kinds of projections (involving symmetric and antisymmetric octets ) of the three octets (8 ® 8 ® 8) onto the singlet. With the help of the decomposition (B-4) and the following relations (B.6)
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^⅛4λ⅛[λ']f∣λ*]'  = s'¾*  + s>M +
- jξW«: + (B.7)

we can rewrite this result in products of the Kronecker deltas. Results for SU(2) can be obtained by skipping terms involving dijk and by setting 
fijk = εtjk∙ Notę, that the leading in Nc terms are the products of N{ terms of the one flavor case. This large Nc behaviour, accompanied by the properties of the invariant measure, guaranties that the ensemble of the instantons behaves like the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble in the limit 
Nc → oo.

Notę added in proof: After completion of this manuscript two pa- pers, addressing the problem of the “best” ansatz, were brought to our attention. In the first one [76], the numerical solution of the instanton-anti- instanton pair configuration was presented. The solution resembles surpris- ingly the ansatz proposed some time ago in [77] by imposing the conformal invariance. In the second one [78], an ansatz-independent description of the instanton vacuum was suggested on the basis of the unitarity principle. Further investigation in this direction looks very promising. New results have been also obtained for the finite temparature case. The crucial role of the fermionie correlations was explicitly confirmed by the finite temperaturę numerical simulation done in [79].
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